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Version control 

This document is subject to regular review due to legislative and policy changes. The latest 

versions of all our publications can be found on our website. Before contacting us about the 

content of this document, we recommend that you refer to the most recent version on the 

website and any relevant guidance. 
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Reformatting 
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Addendum to policy 
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TIMESCALES  

Please note: For the purpose of timescales, ‘days’ are classed as working days and are 

based on a fulltime week (Mon-Fri) and not the contracted days of an employee. 

Action Minimum timescale 

Circulate consultation document to trade 
unions prior to meeting 

Minimum 1 week (or longer if possible) 

General Consultation period with Employees Minimum of 2 weeks. Maximum of 4 weeks 
Period to be stipulated in consultation 
document 

If less than 20 employees are to be 
dismissed, consultation must begin as soon 
as is practicable. 

As soon as practical before first dismissal 
takes place 

If 100 or more employees are to be 
dismissed over a period of 90 days or less, 
then the consultation must begin at least 90 
days before the first dismissal takes effect. 

90 days before first dismissal takes place 

If less than a 100, but at least 20 employees 
are to be dismissed over 30 days or less, the 
group consultation must begin at least 4 
weeks before the date of the first dismissal. 

4 weeks before first dismissal takes place 

Minimum period on Redeployment list Equivalent to notice period 

Notice Period Minimum of 4 weeks. Maximum of 12 weeks. 
Depends on service. 

Week’s pay Average remuneration in the period 12 weeks 
preceding the date notice is given 

Redundancy calculation 45 weeks’ pay maximum. Calculation based 
on age and length of service up to a 
maximum of 61 and 20 years’ service 

Employee notified of the outcome of the final 
consultation meeting 

Within 5 days of the meeting or as reasonably 
practicable thereafter 

Appeal against redundancy Within 10 days of receiving the outcome letter 
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Action Minimum timescale 

Employee Notified of the outcome of the 
appeal 

Within 5 days of the appeal hearing 

ADDENDUM TO POLICY 

Denbighshire Leisure Ltd. (DLL) 

For the purposes of interpretation of roles and responsibilities please see below: DCC

 DLL 

Head of Service   Managing Director/Executive Team Member 

Director    Company Board Director  

Senior Management Team   Company Executive Team  

Section 151 Officer   Company Accountant 

Monitoring Officer   Company Secretary 

Roles and Responsibilities 

The Council is responsible for: 

To seek to avoid redundancies where possible 
Where unavoidable, to deal with them in a fair and equitable manner 

The Employee is responsible for: 

Attending consultation meeting 
Seeking Redeployment Opportunities 

The Manager is responsible for: 

Adhering to this Policy 
Consulting with employees 
Ensure all relevant paperwork is completed 
Seeking support and advice from HR and notifying the HR Business Partner of any formal 
procedures under this policy 
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The Council is responsible for: 
Ensuring that all employees are treated fairly and consistently 

The Head of Service is responsible for: 

Consider all options prior to redundancy 
Authorising Redundancy Payments in accordance with the TERM1 authorisation process 

Payroll is responsible for: 

Providing estimated redundancy figures 
Making Redundancy payment 

Human Resources are responsible for: 

Monitoring, use, application, and reviewing the policy 
Providing support, advice and guidance to managers and employees on all aspects of this 
policy 
To receive any Appeals which are submitted 

Trade Union Representative or Colleague role is to: 

Provide Support and Advice to employees 
Attend Formal meetings 4 

Introduction 

Denbighshire County Council will seek to avoid redundancies where possible. Where it 

is unavoidable, the Council will deal with the issue in a fair and equitable manner. 

Redundancy is defined by the Employment Rights Act 1996 as a dismissal attributable 

wholly or mainly to: 

• An employer ceasing, or intending to cease, to carry on the business for the purpose 

of which the employee was employed or, has ceased or, intends to cease, to carry 

on that business in the place where the employee was employed. 
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• The requirements of that business for employees to carry out work of a particular 

kind, or for employees to carry out work of a particular kind in the place they were 

employed, have ceased or diminished, or are expected to cease or diminish. 

Scope 

This policy will apply to all employees of Denbighshire County Council with the exception of: 

• Staff appointed by School Governing bodies (with the exception of support staff) 

• Directors and Head of Service – separate National procedures shall apply 

Measures to Avoid Compulsory Redundancies 

The Council will take all reasonable steps to avoid compulsory redundancies by considering 

alternatives; for example: 

• Seeking applications for early retirement or voluntary redundancy 

• Seeking applications from existing employees to work flexibly 

• Laying off casual or contract staff (this does not include fixed-term employees) 

• Restrictions on recruitment 

• Reduction or banning of overtime 

• Filling vacancies from existing or at risk employees 

• Redeployment to other parts of the Council 

The Council will consider all reasonable alternatives put forward by employees or their 

representatives. 

Voluntary Redundancy 

The Council may seek applications for voluntary redundancy as an alternative to 

compulsory redundancy. The decision whether to seek voluntary applications will be made 

at the onset of a redundancy exercise and the terms and eligibility and process to apply will 

be clearly defined and communicated to relevant employees. An employee will need to 
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formally request in writing that they wish to leave their employment on the grounds of 

voluntary redundancy. 

When considering applications from volunteers, managers should look at the economic 

viability; the impact on the service; and unless a business case can be made in support of 

the application then it should be refused. 

See Appendix D 

Fixed Term Employees 

An employer cannot select a fixed-term employee for redundancy purely because he 

or she is employed on a fixed term contract, unless this criterion can be objectively 

justified. The ability of an employer to objectively justify the less favourable treatment and 

establish that the dismissal was fair will depend on the circumstances. For example, 

where an employer has engaged a team of workers on fixed term contracts to perform 

a specific task, when the task is completed it may be able to justify dismissing those 

employees, rather than widening the pool for selection to include other permanent 

employees who are performing similar work or who have similar skills and abilities. 

Pregnant Employees 

Managers need to be mindful that the period from the beginning of pregnancy to the 

end of maternity leave is a ‘protected period’ during which the woman is entitled special 

consideration under the Equality Act 2010 and has the right to return to the same job as 

before she left for maternity leave. Managers should seek advice from HR Business 

Partner on the special considerations they need to apply. 

Redundancy where employee has more than one post 

In some cases an employee may have more than one contract of employment with 

Denbighshire County Council, and it is possible to be made redundant from one post, but 

continue to work in others. Where an employee who is made redundant has one or more 

post, there is a need to examine the facts surround the existing contracts to establish 

whether or not service from other existing contracts or previously terminated concurrent 

contracts should be taken into account when calculating their redundancy entitlement. 
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If an employee has 2 positions and takes redundancy from one post and remains in 

employment in the other post then the6  normal rules apply with regards to gaining further 

employment with the Council in future i.e. if the employee has received a payment for 20 

weeks redundancy pay then the employee cannot take up any new positions with the 

Council for a minimum of 20 weeks. 
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Redundancy and Redeployment Flowchart 
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Consultation 

It is good practice to consult with both the employee concerned and their representatives 

whether there is a legal requirement to do so or not. 

Consultation imposes an obligation on the Council to negotiate with a view to reaching an 

agreement. For consultation to be effective and meaningful it must commence at an early 

stage in the process so that it can influence the final decision. 

When undertaking consultation, the manager needs to ensure that he/she has identified 

the risk group and that the group are all involved in the consultation. If there is an 

employee who is absent from the work place for example on maternity leave or sick leave, 

the manager must ensure that they are involved in the consultation process. This may need 

to be done in writing, or via a home visit. 

Meaningful consultation should include the following: 

• Trade Union consultation 

• Group consultation meetings (where more than one person is effected) 

• Individual consultation meetings (minimum of 2 meetings) 

Where the Council is planning to make 20 or more people redundant at one establishment 

over a 90 day period, there is a legal requirement to consult the recognised trade unions. 

If 100 or more employees are to be dismissed over a period of 90 days or less, then the 

consultation must begin at least 90 days before the first dismissal takes effect. 

If less than a 100, but at least 20 employees are to be dismissed over 30 days or less, the 

group consultation must begin at least 4 weeks before the date of the first dismissal. 

If less than 20 employees are to be dismissed, consultation must begin as soon as is 

practicable. 

In calculating the number of employees affected, it will be necessary to include the number 

of employees who may redeployed as a result of the exercise. 
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Notices of dismissal for redundancy must not be served until the consultation period has 

ended. 

Please refer to the Consultation Checklist for further details. 

Consultation with Recognised Trade Unions 

The Council will consult with the recognised trade unions in all cases of redundancy. This 

will commence in good time with a view to avoiding dismissals, reducing the number of 

employees to be dismissed and mitigating the consequences of dismissal. 

The business case for change should be sent to the recognised trade unions a minimum of 

one week (or longer if possible) prior to consultation and if appropriate a pre meeting should 

be arranged with the Trade Unions before the consultation meeting. The purpose of this 

meeting is for the Manager and HR to confidentially brief Trade Unions on the proposals (to 

share proposed structure and likely impact on current posts) and discussion the 

consultation plan, so that they are prepared for the discussion at the Group Consultation 

Meeting. 

Trade Unions should include Unison, GMB and Unite regardless of the membership of the 

group. If the staff due to their profession are members of a different union e.g. AEP, a 

representative from this Trade Union should also be invited should management or HR be 

aware of membership. The trade unions representatives will be expected to maintain 

confidentiality at all times. 

Group Consultation Meeting 

The purpose of this meeting is for Manager to begin the formal consultation process and 

brief employees and Trade Unions on the proposals and explain and distribute the 

consultation pack, including an explanation of the redundancy selection criteria used. It is 

an opportunity to answer questions that they employees have. For large groups of staff it 

may be necessary to hold more than one meeting and a register of attendance should be 

kept. 
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This meeting is the start of the formal consultation process and employees and Trade 

Unions will have a minimum of 2 weeks and a maximum of 4 weeks (the exact period will 

be confirmed in the consultation document) to provide their comments in writing. 

Individual Pre-Meetings prior to the Group Consultation Meeting 

The purpose of this meeting is for the Manager and HR to have a brief discussion with 

those employees whose posts are negatively affected as a result of the changes, so that 

they are prepared for the announcement at the Group Consultation Meeting. Trade Union 

representatives should be notified and invited. Employees who are potentially at risk at this 

stage should be told and given an at risk letter with a copy of the consultation document. 

Please see attached template letter – At Risk 

Please note that this may not be possible if there are a large number involved, so a 

judgement will need to be made during the planning stage as to the feasibility of these pre-

meetings in each consultation exercise. Where all the group is negatively affected then 

there is no need for the individual pre meeting. 

Ideally arrange a 10 minute meeting per individual to meet with them on the day of the 

Group Consultation Meeting, before the start of the group meeting. At this point the 

employees should be provided with their written confirmation that their post is ‘at risk’ and 

should be added to the redeployment list as per the redeployment procedure. 

The redeployment Policy is available on the Denbighshire County Council website. 

Consultation with Individuals 

Consultation with trade union representatives should not replace consultation with an 

employee on an individual level. This means that the employee should be informed, as 

soon as practicable, that their post is potentially redundant and be given an opportunity to 

comment or make representations prior to any decision to dismiss being taken. 

Where it is necessary and appropriate to seek agreement from Cabinet or any other means 

to effect a redundancy, consultation with the employee should commence before the report 

is submitted. When consulting with the employee, the employee has the right to 
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representation by an employee representative, single trade union representative or a 

colleague. 

In circumstances where there is only one employee who is being made redundant the 

Manager should arrange to meet the employee, accompanied by their Trade Union, if they 

so wish. 

The manager should hold 2 formal redundancy consultation meetings. Please see attached 

template letter - Invite to Redundancy Consultation Meeting. 

1st Meeting - This is formal start of consultation where the manager will inform the 

employee of the business reasons around the decision of redundancy, inform them of the 

process and consultation period (this should be a minimum of 2 weeks and a maximum of 

4 weeks) and will provide the employee with any financial information which is applicable to 

each case. At this meeting the employee will be formally put a risk of redundancy and put 

on the redeployment list. 

2nd Meeting – This is formal end of consultation meeting where the manager which consider 

and respond to any representations from the employee or their representative. 

When the consultation period has ceased and any feedback has been formally considered 

and acknowledged then the employee will receive formal notice of redundancy, the formal 

notice letter will be sent to the employee by Human Resources. 

Great sensitivity is required when dealing with a person who is facing redundancy. They 

may be angry, worried or upset and this may affect their work and relationships with others. 

Although it is important that this behaviour does not become unacceptable, a 

compassionate approach should be taken. 

The Redundancy Pocket Booklet provides information for employees who have been 

identified as ‘at risk’. This can be found in on the Denbighshire County Council website. 

An individual who is facing redundancy may wish to contact our Employee Assistance 

Programme (EAP) Vivup, in confidence, at any stage by telephoning 0800 023 9387. 
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Selection for Redundancy 

The Council will initially determine which position are affected by the proposed changes 

and thereby identify the redundancy selection pool. There is no minimum or maximum 

number of employees who can be included in a pool for redundancy and if a specific job is 

identified which is unique and performed only by one person it will be appropriate to have a 

pool of one. 

When identifying the selection pool, the council will give due consideration to bumping 

or transferred redundancy. This is when the potential redundant employee is 

transferred into the role of another employee who is not redundant and the other 

employee is dismissed as a result. 

When there is more than one person in the selection pool, the manager will consider 

the appropriate selection method to determine who will be made redundant. The manager 

can decide to apply the Council’s Job matching scheme, a Competitive Interview process 

or can use the Selection scoring matrix. Please see Appendix B. 

When applying the selection methods to a pool of employees, this must be done by 

the managers and with support for HR. When using the scoring matrix, all scoring must 

be clearly detailed on the scoring matrix and this information should be shared with the 

nominated employees who are then selected for redundancy as a result. 

Informing Employees of Redundancy Selection 

Once the decision has been made as who will be made redundant the manager must write 

to all affected employees inviting them to individual meetings to discuss the potential 

redundancy of their post. Please see attached letter template – Invite to Formal 

Redundancy Consultation Meeting. 

The letter should state clearly the reason for the meeting and include the right to be 

represented at the meeting by an employee representative, a single trade union 

representative or colleague. 

At the meeting the employee and the line manager should go through and discuss the 

outcome of the selection procedure. For employees who are selected for redundancy, the 
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manager must be able to give specific reason why they are being made redundant. The 

manager should write to the employee confirming the outcome of the meeting and 

informing them of their right of appeal. If the employee wishes to appeal, it must be 

received in writing by the Head of Legal, HR & Democratic Services, within 10 working 

days of receipt of the formal notification of the redundancy. 

Redeployment 

The Council will make every effort to seek suitable alternative employment for 

employees who are affected by redundancy in accordance with the Redeployment 

Policy, which can be found on the Denbighshire County Council website. 

The aim must always be to keep employees in employment. Where the employee is 

facing redundancy but an alternative suitable post has been identified, the employee 

should be offered the post even if they have indicated that they would prefer to 

take redundancy. If the employee subsequently turns down the offer of alternative 

employment, redundancy pay must be withheld. 

Where suitable alternative employment is confirmed, the notice of redundancy will be 

withdrawn. Suitable alternative employment could be a job role where the employee 

matches the essential criteria, that is one grade above, one grade below or on the same 

grade as the employee’s ‘at risk’ position Employees who unreasonably refuse an offer of 

suitable alternative employment will not be entitled to a redundancy payment. 

The employee will be given a four week trial period in the alternative employment. The 

purpose of the trail period is to give the employee a chance to decide whether the new 

job is suitable without necessarily losing the right to a redundancy payment. 

The Council will also use the trial period to assess the employee’s suitability for the 

alternative post. If the Council decides that the alternative employment is unsuitable, the 

employee will be entitled to a redundancy payment under their original contract. 

Employees who are redeployed due to redundancy do not get disturbance allowance or 

pay protection. 
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Notice Period 

The employee will be entitled to a minimum of one week’s notice for every completed year 

of service up to a maximum of 12 weeks. The minimum notice period if 4 weeks. 

Employees will normally be required to work their notice period. The Council may in certain 

circumstances place the redundant employee on garden leave for the duration of their 

notice. This effectively means that the Council does not require the employee to attend 

work and they are placed on leave with immediate effect. 

During this time, the employee will continue to receive their salary and accrue statutory 

employment rights. The Council reserves the right to request an employee on garden 

leave to attend work at any time during their normal contracted hours and the employee will 

be obliged to attend. The employee will not be allowed to work for another employer whilst 

they are on garden leave. 

Employees will be allowed reasonable time off work during their notice period to seek 

alternative employment and/or retraining opportunities. Where an employee is successful 

in obtaining alternative employment outside of the Council or with any employer covered by 

the modification order, an early release date may be agreed at the Council’s discretion. In 

these circumstances, the employee would forfeit the balance of any outstanding notice 

entitlement but would still be entitled to a statutory redundancy payment. 

Redundancy Payments 

To qualify for a redundancy payment, an employee must have at least two years’ 

continuous service with the Council, or associated employer as to which the Redundancy 

Payment Modification Order (Local Government) 1983 (as amended) applies. 

An up to date Modification Order can be found at 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2010/903/contents/made 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2010/903/contents/made
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Employees under the age of 55 

Redundancy payments will be in accordance with the enhanced redundancy calculation 

table available in Appendix C. This depends on age and length of service and is calculated 

on the basis of completed years of service with the employer up to a maximum of 20 years. 

The term “a week’s pay” for employees whose remuneration for normal working hours does 

not vary with the amount of work done in the period, is the amount payable by the Council to 

the employee under the current contract of employment for working their normal hours in a 

week. Where there are no normal working hours, a week’s pay is the average 

remuneration in the period 12 weeks preceding the date on which the last complete week 

ended, excluding any week in which no remuneration was earned. 

Subject to the overall benefit and interest of the Council being determined, calculation will 

normally be based upon Actual Pay rather than the Statutory Maximum. 

Continuous service will include continuous previous service with any public Council to 

which The Redundancy Payments (Continuity of Employment in Local Government, etc.) 

(Modification) Order (Amendment) Order 2010. 

If there is a break of more than a week (running from Sunday to Saturday) between two 

contracts, continuity will be broken (except where there is a redundancy and a new job is 

taken up within 4 weeks, but please note that in these circumstances you would no longer 

be entitled to your redundancy payment). 

If an employee unreasonably refuses an offer of suitable alternative employment, then he 

or she will not be entitled to a redundancy payment. 

Employees over the age of 55 

An employee over 55 whose employment is terminated due to redundancy will receive an 

enhanced redundancy payment in accordance with Appendix C and if eligible for Local 

Government Pension, unreduced basic pension benefits. Please refer to the Early 

Termination of Employment (Discretionary Payments) Policy, which is available on the 

Denbighshire County Council website. 
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Right of Appeal 

An employee who has been dismissed on the grounds of redundancy will be informed in 

writing of their right of appeal against the decision to dismiss and/or the calculation of any 

payments associated with redundancy. The appeal must be received in writing by the 

Head of Legal, HR & Democratic Services, within 10 working days of receipt of the formal 

notification of redundancy. Please see the Corporate Appeal Policy which can be found on 

the Denbighshire County Council website. 

Grievance raised during proceedings e.g. disciplinary, 
redundancy etc. 

There may be occasions where an employee, who is subject to another procedure, raises a 

grievance. The way in which this is handled will depend on the facts of each case. As 

assessment of the facts should take into account how the grievance is related (if at all) to 

the matter in hand. 

Whether or not the grievance and the ongoing case are associated will be determined by 

the appointed Deciding Officer. 

Where the grievance and the other case are related 

In exceptional circumstances it may be appropriate to temporarily hold the ongoing 

proceedings while the grievance matter is investigated further. The aim here is to establish 

whether the complaint has a material impact on the case and eventual outcome. 

Be mindful that other ongoing proceedings should not be delayed unnecessarily. 

Where the grievance and the other case are not considered to be related 

In such cases it is advised that both cases are dealt with separately and that they run 

concurrently. The proceedings of the case in question may not be impacted by the 

grievance raised and should therefore be able to continue as planned. 
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FAQ’s 

Q. What happens when an employee who is being made redundant has 
more than one post? 

Hours or pay from other contracts will not be taken into account for the purpose of 

calculating their redundancy entitlement. 

As a general rule, if an employee’s substantive post is post A and the employee is made 

redundant from post B, their redundancy entitlement for post B would be calculated on the 

service accrued within that post alone and would not take into consideration service 

accrued in their substantive role or any previously terminated concurrent contracts. 

If the employee was made redundant from post A which was their substantive post, their 

redundancy entitlement would be calculated on all their continuous service accrued in their 

substantive post and any previously terminated concurrent contracts. 

Following the redundancy from post A, the employee would be entitled to have their 

previous continuous service in post A taken into account for the purpose of calculating any 

service-related benefits such as annual leave, sickness etc. in post B (and any 

subsequently posts), but will not be entitled to have this continuous service taken into 

account for the purpose of calculating any future redundancy pay. 

Payroll will check their records when calculating an employee’s redundancy entitlement to 

see if they have received a redundancy payment in the past. As a result of this, HR should 

not be providing employees with estimated redundancy figures unless they are obtained 

from Payroll. 

Q. Which Service pays for the redundancy costs if the employee has 
built up continuous service in other areas? 

In order to minimise termination payments (redundancy and pension costs) and maximise 

employee opportunities for obtaining continuous employment, many employees who are at 

risk of redundancy are redeployed into temporary/fixed term positions. 
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If the employee’s employment is subsequently terminated, it is unclear which service is 

liable for the redundancy costs and it can be unfair on the current employing service to have 

to pay the cost when potentially the employee has only worked there for a short time. In 

order to address this issue and implement a fair system which supports the council’s aims to 

minimise the number of redundancies a central pot has been created to cover part of the 

termination costs in such circumstances. For clarity this would not be used to fund normal 

redundancies. 

In order to fund the central pot, if someone is redeployed from a service, then redundancy 

and pension costs (if applicable) would be transferred into the central pot. If the employee 

is subsequently made redundant, the costs, up to the date that they were originally made 

redundant, would be expected to contribute into the pot, the termination costs for the period 

of time that they were employed there. 

If the employee were to move from that job on further redeployment then that service would 

be expected to contribute into the pot, the termination costs for the period of time that they 

were employed there. 

This should also apply in cases where employees with previous continuous service are 

recruited into grant funded/fixed term posts for which the service subsequently becomes 

liable for termination costs. 

Q. Modification order – what is it? 

The Modification Order is primarily a list of certain Government Bodies who offer 

continuous service. For example, should an employee of Denbighshire find alternative 

employment in a neighbouring Council or with other recognised bodies on the Order, then 

their length of service ‘carries over’ to the new employer. 

Should a Denbighshire employee who has received notice of redundancy find alternative 

employment with an employer covered by the Modification Order and transfers 

employment prior to, or at the end of their notice period, they will not be classed as 

redundant, they will transfer employment and have protection under the Order and transfer 

their length of service. 
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Should a Denbighshire employee take employment with an employer covered by the within 

4 weeks of their date of leaving Denbighshire, then there is no redundancy dismissal but a 

transfer to the new employer with continuous service. At this point, if the employee has 

received a redundancy payment, then they are required to return the payment to 

Denbighshire. 

Should a Denbighshire employee take employment with an employer covered by the after 

4 weeks of their date of leaving Denbighshire, then a redundancy dismissal is recognised. 

The employee retains their redundancy payment and has a new continuous service date 

with their new employer. 

Q. Who is covered by the Modification Order? 

It is impossible to create a list of everybody on the Order by individual name as this would 

cover several thousand organisations. It is useful to remember that the idea of the Order is 

that those employers who are in the local government ‘family’ are included. 

It is advisable for an individual who wants to know if a potential new employer is covered 

by the Modification Order, to directly ask the employer this question. 

Q. How can a Denbighshire employee secure their continuous service 
when taking employment with an employer covered by the Order? 

To maintain continuous service, the employee has to transfer within 4 weeks of their date of 

leaving employment at Denbighshire. 

Q. How can a Denbighshire employee secure their redundancy payment 
when taking employment with an employer covered by the Order? 

To retain their redundancy payment the employee will have to come to an agreement with 

the new employer to allow them to have a gap in employment of more than 4 weeks 

between the date of leaving Denbighshire and commencing employment with the new 

employer. When they commence employment with the new employer, this means that their 

continuous service date will be the date in which they start with the new employer. 
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Q. If I receive redundancy payment, can I return to work for DCC 
including relief? 

Staff who, upon leaving the employment of the Council receive a redundancy payment, will 

not be re-employed by the Council for the duration of the redundancy payment, this includes 

relief work e.g. If a member of staff receives 20 weeks redundancy payment, they cannot 

be re-employed by the Council for 20 weeks after the termination date. 

Q. If I obtain other employment outside of DCC before the end of the 
consultation period will I be due redundancy payment? 

During the consultation period staff are not under formal notice of redundancy, therefore 

they would tender their resignation and there is no entitlement to any redundancy payment. 
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ACAS Redundancy Selection Criteria adopted by Denbighshire County Council



		Work Performance Points



		1.

		Outstanding – consistently exceeds company standard

		15



		2.

		Exceeds objectives of the role

		12



		3.

		Meets all objectives of the role

		9



		4.

		Meets some objectives of the role

		6



		5.

		Fails to meet the objectives of the role

		3



		Skills/Competence



		1.

		Fully competent, multi-skilled, support others on a regular basis

		15



		2.

		Fully competent in current role

		12



		3.

		Competent in most aspects of current role, requires some supervision

		9



		4.

		Some competence in role, requires regular supervision and guidance

		6



		5.

		Cannot function without close support and/or supervision

		3



		Disciplinary Record

(to be fully accurate and up to date)



		1.

		No record of disciplinary action

		5



		2.

		Record of informal disciplinary action

		4



		3.

		Verbal warning current

		3



		4.

		Written warning current

		2



		5.

		Final written warning current

		1



		Attendance Record*

(to be fully accurate and that reasons and extent of absence are known)



		1.

		No recorded absence

		5



		2.

		Some absence but below average for selection pool (or Council)

		4



		3.

		Attendance in line with Council (or selection pool) average

		3



		4.

		Absence level above average for selection pool (or Council)

		2



		5.

		High/unacceptable level of absence

		1



		

		

		



		*Employees should ignore all absences relating to disability or pregnancy

















Redundancy Selection Scoring Sheet 

		[bookmark: Text1]Name:      

		[bookmark: Text2]Post:      







Completed by:

		Name of 1st Manager:

		[bookmark: Text3]     



		Position of 1st Manager:

		[bookmark: Text4]     



		Name of 2nd Manager:

		[bookmark: Text5]     



		Position of 2nd Manager:

		[bookmark: Text6]     



		Name of HR Representative:

		[bookmark: Text7]     







		Criteria

		Score

		Evidence



		Work Performance

		[bookmark: Text8]     

		     



		Skill/Competence

		     

		     



		[bookmark: _GoBack]Disciplinary Record

		     

		     



		Attendance Record*

Excluding any relating to disability or pregnancy

		     

		     



		Total Score

		     

		     











*Please ensure that you ask the employee at the first consultation meeting if any of the absences taken into account in the redundancy selection process are related to pregnancy or a disability.  Managers are required to ask the employee to sign the list of absences that are to be taken into account to confirm that they are not related to disability or pregnancy.

NB - Recorded observations can be in the form of letters or memos to individuals; files notes; diary notes or minutes from meetings.  It is not sufficient for the manager to refer to an incident if there is no written record of it available.  It is therefore important for managers to record the date and time of the incident and any action taken. 
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Sheet1

		Redunancy Payments																																		Appendix C

		45 week table

		Service (Years)

				2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20

		Age

		18		1.5		2.25		3

		19		1.5		2.25		3		3.75

		20		1.5		2.25		3		3.75		4.5

		21		1.5		2.25		3		3.75		4.5		5.25

		22		1.5		2.25		3		3.75		4.5		5.25		6

		23		2.25		3		3.75		4.5		5.25		6		6.75		7.5

		24		3		3.75		4.5		5.25		6		6.75		7.5		8.25		9

		25		3		4.5		5.25		6		6.75		7.5		8.25		9		9.75		10.5

		26		3		4.5		6		6.75		7.5		8.25		9		9.75		10.5		11.25		12

		27		3		4.5		6		7.5		8.25		9		9.75		10.5		11.25		12		12.75		13.5

		28		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		9.75		10.5		11.25		12		12.75		13.5		14.25		15

		29		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		11.25		12		12.75		13.5		14.25		15		15.75		16.5

		30		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		12.75		13.5		14.25		15		15.75		16.5		17.25		18

		31		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		13.5		14.25		15		15.75		16.5		17.25		18		18.75		19.5

		32		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		13.5		15		15.75		16.5		17.25		18		18.75		19.5		20.25		21

		33		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		13.5		15		16.5		17.25		18		18.75		19.5		20.25		21		21.75		22.5

		34		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		13.5		15		16.5		18		18.75		19.5		20.25		21		21.75		22.5		23.25		24

		35		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		13.5		15		16.5		18		19.5		20.25		21		21.75		22.5		23.25		24		24.75

		36		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		13.5		15		16.5		18		19.5		21		21.75		22.5		23.25		24		24.75		25.5

		37		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		13.5		15		16.5		18		19.5		21		22.5		23.25		24		24.75		25.5		26.25

		38		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		13.5		15		16.5		18		19.5		21		22.5		24		24.75		25.5		26.25		27

		39		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		13.5		15		16.5		18		19.5		21		22.5		24		25.5		26.25		27		27.75

		40		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		13.5		15		16.5		18		19.5		21		22.5		24		25.5		27		27.75		28.5

		41		3		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		13.5		15		16.5		18		19.5		21		22.5		24		25.5		27		28.5		29.25

		42		3.75		5.25		6.75		8.25		9.75		11.25		12.75		14.25		15.75		17.25		18.75		20.25		21.75		23.25		24.75		26.25		27.75		29.25		30.75

		43		4.5		6		7.5		9		10.5		12		13.5		15		16.5		18		19.5		21		22.5		24		25.5		27		28.5		30		31.5

		44		4.5		6.75		8.25		9.75		11.25		12.75		14.25		15.75		17.25		18.75		20.25		21.75		23.25		24.75		26.25		27.75		29.25		30.75		32.25

		45		4.5		6.75		9		10.5		12		13.5		15		16.5		18		19.5		21		22.5		24		25.5		27		28.5		30		31.5		33

		46		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		12.75		14.25		15.75		17.25		18.75		20.25		21.75		23.25		24.75		26.25		27.75		29.25		30.75		32.25		33.75

		47		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15		16.5		18		19.5		21		22.5		24		25.5		27		28.5		30		31.5		33		34.5

		48		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		17.25		18.75		20.25		21.75		23.25		24.75		26.25		27.75		29.25		30.75		32.25		33.75		35.25

		49		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		19.5		21		22.5		24		25.5		27		28.5		30		31.5		33		34.5		36

		50		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		20.25		21.75		23.25		24.75		26.25		27.75		29.25		30.75		32.25		33.75		35.25		36.75

		51		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		20.25		22.5		24		25.5		27		28.5		30		31.5		33		34.5		36		37.5

		52		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		20.25		22.5		24.75		26.25		27.75		29.25		30.75		32.25		33.75		35.25		36.75		38.25

		53		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		20.25		22.5		24.75		27		28.5		30		31.5		33		34.5		36		37.5		39

		54		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		20.25		22.5		24.75		27		29.25		30.75		32.25		33.75		35.25		36.75		38.25		39.75

		55		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		20.25		22.5		24.75		27		29.25		31.5		33		34.5		36		37.5		39		40.5

		56		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		20.25		22.5		24.75		27		29.25		31.5		33.75		35.25		36.75		38.25		39.75		41.25

		57		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		20.25		22.5		24.75		27		29.25		31.5		33.75		36		37.5		39		40.5		42

		58		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		20.25		22.5		24.75		27		29.25		31.5		33.75		36		38.25		39.75		41.25		42.75

		59		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		20.25		22.5		24.75		27		29.25		31.5		33.75		36		38.25		40.5		42		43.5

		60		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		20.25		22.5		24.75		27		29.25		31.5		33.75		36		38.25		40.5		42.75		44.25

		61+		4.5		6.75		9		11.25		13.5		15.75		18		20.25		22.5		24.75		27		29.25		31.5		33.75		36		38.25		40.5		42.75		45
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STATUTORY REDUNDANCY CALCULATION TABLE (30 weeks)


234567891011121314151617181920


Age


1811½2


1911½22½


2011½22½3


2111½22½33½


2211½22½33½4


231½22½33½44½5


2422½33½44½55½6


25233½44½55½66½7


262344½55½66½77½8


2723455½66½77½88½9


28234566½77½88½99½10


292345677½88½99½1010½11


3023456788½99½1010½1111½12


31234567899½1010½1111½1212½13


32234567891010½1111½1212½1313½14


3323456789101111½1212½1313½1414½15


342345678910111212½1313½1414½1515½16


35234567891011121313½1414½1515½1616½


3623456789101112131414½1515½1616½17


372345678910111213141515½1616½1717½


38234567891011121314151616½1717½18


3923456789101112131415161717½1818½


402345678910111213141516171818½19


41234567891011121314151617181919½


422½3½4½5½6½7½8½9½10½11½12½13½14½15½16½17½18½19½20½


433456789101112131415161718192021


4434½5½6½7½8½9½10½11½12½13½14½15½16½17½18½19½20½21½


4534½678910111213141516171819202122


4634½67½8½9½10½11½12½13½14½15½16½17½18½19½20½21½22½


4734½67½91011121314151617181920212223


4834½67½910½11½12½13½14½15½16½17½18½19½20½21½22½23½


4934½67½910½12131415161718192021222324


5034½67½910½1213½14½15½16½17½18½19½20½21½22½23½24½


5134½67½910½1213½1516171819202122232425


5234½67½910½1213½1516½17½18½19½20½21½22½23½24½25½


5334½67½910½1213½1516½181920212223242526


5434½67½910½1213½1516½1819½20½21½22½23½24½25½26½


5534½67½910½1213½1516½1819½21222324252627


5634½67½910½1213½1516½1819½2122½23½24½25½26½27½


5734½67½910½1213½1516½1819½2122½2425262728


5834½67½910½1213½1516½1819½2122½2425½26½27½28½


5934½67½910½1213½1516½1819½2122½2425½272829


6034½67½910½1213½1516½1819½2122½2425½2728½29½


61+


34½67½910½1213½1516½1819½2122½2425½2728½30


Service (Years)
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		ACTION REQUIRED

		BY

		WHEN

		COMPLETE



		1.

		HOS to draw up proposals for change in consultation with HR and Finance.  Where necessary, briefing session prior to full council



		

		

		



		2.

		Draft consultation document, to include business case for change, timelines and HR processes.  Where applicable complete an equality impact assessment.  



		

		

		



		3.

		Identify  “at risk” group or individuals

· To be placed on redeployment list

		

		

		



		4.

		Decide on  Redundancy Selection 

Options:	

· Redundancy Selection Matrix based on ACAS guidelines

· Job Matching

· Recruitment Exercise

		

		

		



		5.

		Send consultation document to Trade Unions at least 5 working days prior to consultation.

· In cases of Group consultations, offer trade unions a meeting immediately prior to group meeting and where necessary hold individual pre meetings to inform them of the proposed changes.  

· Place effected employees on the redeployment list

		

		

		



		6.

		Arrange and hold Group Consultation Meeting:

· Trade unions representatives should be notified and invited

· For large groups of staff, it may be necessary to hold more than one meeting

· Timing, location etc. to be determined by individual services

· A register of attendance should be kept

· Employees who are not in work due to maternity; absence; secondments etc. should be invited

· Distribute consultation pack

· Explain the Redundancy Selection Criteria

· This is the start of the formal consultation process

· Issue out consultation document to all individuals

· Allow 28 days for employees to feedback their comments in writing





		

		

		



		7.

		Send out formal response to the consultation exercise 

		

		

		



		8.

		If necessary undertake the redundancy selection exercise – This should be completed by the manager and HR Officer.

		

		

		



		9.

		Arrange and hold first formal individual consultation meeting:

· Formally Invite the individual to the meeting (please see template letter – Invite to Formal Consultation Meeting)

· Inform the individual of the reasons and decision for redundancy

· Ensure individual understands redeployment process and is placed on the redeployment list

· Inform them of the consultation process

· Provide any financial information which is applicable

· Formally confirm meeting in writing (Template letter – “At Risk” of Redundancy) and inform them of the date of the second consultation meeting. (This should be a minimum of 2 weeks after the first meeting)

		

		

		



		10.

		Arrange and hold second formal individual consultation meeting:

· Inform the individual of the reasons and decision for redundancy

· Consider any feedback during consultation and respond

· Confirm outcome of the meeting

· If outcome is redundancy, issue formal notice of Redundancy Letter (HR issue this letter)

· Offer right of appeal

		

		

		



		11.

		Manager to complete a leavers from and send to HR.
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TERM1UPDATEV1.3

																																						TERM 1 FORM

		RETIREMENT / REDUNDANCY AUTHORISATION FORM



		FULL NAME																				DEPT

		POST																				PAY REF

		FLEXIBLE RETIRMENT																				NEW FTE %

		TERMINATION DATE																				BUDGET CODE



		REASON FOR LEAVING (PLEASE SELECT)



		REDUNDANCY ONLY								EFFICIENCY RETIREMENT																FLEXIBLE RETIREMENT

																										(Returning on lower grade or minimum of one day reduction per week)

		REDUNDANCY RETIREMENT										85 YEAR RULE "SWITCH ON"

												(No reductions to employees service prior to 2008 where a member’s service and age equal 85 before age 65 )

		EMPLOYER COSTS



										CURRENT YEAR (f)										 FINANCIAL YEAR 2 (g)								FINANCIAL YEAR 3 (h)										FINANCIAL YEAR 4 (I)

		(i) TOTAL COST IN YEAR OF EMPLOYEE INCLUDING REDUCTIONS   (from CP projections)								£0										£0								£0										£0

		a) PENSION STRAIN COST                      (from form EST2)								£0										£0								£0										£0

		b) REDUNDANCY OR EFFICIENCY PAYMENT    (from form EST2)								£0										£0								£0										£0

		c) OTHER PAYMENT e.g pay in lieu etc.								£0										£0								£0										£0

		TOTAL COST 								£0										£0								£0										£0

		d) LESS CURRENT SALARY BUDGET AVAILABLE FOR POST IN EACH YEAR FINANCIAL YEAR.  (CREDIT FIGURE)								£0										£0								£0										£0

		e) ESTIMATED SALARY OF REPLACEMENT (IF REQUIRED)								£0										£0								£0										£0

		FINAL TOTAL NET SAVING/COST								£0										£0				£0				£0				£0				0		£0				0



		NOTES: Information at (a) and (b) above must be taken from form EST2 (EST 2 is the retirement/redundancy estimate form that payroll return with the information you need to answer a) & b), this information is requested via an EST1 form. Cost shown in (d) and ( e) must include incremental advancement. 





																				£0

		SAVING OVER 2 YEAR PERIOD (total of f + g)





																				£0

		SAVING OVER 3 YEAR PERIOD (total of f + g + h)





																				£0

		SAVING OVER 4 YEAR PERIOD (total of f + g + h + I)





		ADDITIONAL / SUPPORTING INFORMATION (To include how any costs are being funded and how savings impact on the budget position)																please add an additional sheet if required











		AUTHORISING SIGNATORIES



		HEAD OF SERVICE



																				DATE



		APPROPRIATE SENIOR FINANCE & ASSURANCE OFFICER



																				DATE



		CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER S151



																				DATE



		HEAD OF H.R



																				DATE





FLOW

								TERM 1 REDUNDANCY/RETIRMENT PROCEDURE FLOW





										0



																				0



		CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER S151



Inception by Head of Service of the potential Redundancy/ Retirement of employee.

Contacts relevant Senior Finance & Assurance Officer  (SFAO) & HR to discuss and present business case.

HR send EST2 form to payroll for completion  of Redundancy/Pension strain estimates.

Term 1 form (see attached) to be sent to SFAO to complete columns (f) to (i) via information from EST2.

Service Manager (where relevant) & SFAO agree figures and finalise form including any required supporting additional comments.

If saving achieved over 3 or 4 year period , manager & SFAO sign off form and send to relevant HoS for approval with Business  Case.

HoS sends to Chief Finance Officer and Head of HR panel meeting for agreement & completion of signatures.

If agreement received HR commence relevant Redundancy/Retirement Policy Procedure with employee.

FAILURE TO COMPLETE ALL THE ABOVE ACTIONS AND NON COMPLETION OF THE TERM 1 FORM WILL RESULT IN NON PAYMENT TO EMPLOYEE ON DATE OF TERMINATION FROM THE AUTHORITY.
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[bookmark: _Toc12453116]Dear nameEich cyf/Your ref: 
Ein cyf/Our ref: 
Dvddiad/Date: 
Rhif Uniongyrchol/Direct dial: 



NAME

Address line 1

Address line 2

Address line 3

Address line 4



[bookmark: _Toc14349606]Re: Post Identified as “at risk” of Redundancy

I write to confirm the outcome of the meeting held on XXXXXXX.  The purpose of the meeting was to start consultation on the new proposed structure within the xxxxxxx.



The new proposal identifies your role of XXXXXXXX as being “at risk” of redundancy.  The meeting held on the above date commenced a period of formal consultation around proposed redundancy, you have up until XXXXXX to submit any challenge to this proposal.  During this period of consultation, please contact XXXXXXXX if you have any questions or wish to submit any information regarding the proposal. 



As explained, the reason for the proposed redundancy is XXXXXXXXXXXX.

At the meeting you were informed of the process and timeline moving forward.  It is proposed that at the end of consultation we will review the feedback and budget position and will be able to confirm the proposals moving forward.

You are therefore invited the 2nd formal consultation meeting on XXXXXXX at XXXXXXXX.



Although this is only the beginning of the consultation process, as it has been identified that your post is at risk of redundancy, it is recognised that you may want to be considered for redeployment at the earliest opportunity and you are therefore entitled to be included on the Redeployment List with immediate effect.  If, following consultation your post is not to be made redundant, your name will be removed from the Redeployment List.

Enclosed you will find copies of the following documents; 

· Redundancy Policy

· Redeployment Policy





[bookmark: _GoBack]To support your health and wellbeing, useful information, support and advice can be found on Denbighshire’s Occupation Health web page which is also accessible on the drop down menu under HR on the intranet.  If you are not able to access this information, please contact your line manager.



I appreciate that this is a difficult time for you.  I can assure you that we will do all we can to keep you informed and involved in the process.  Please feel free to contact me if you have any queries or would like to discuss any aspect of the process further.



Please note this letter is not formal notice of redundancy.  If after the consultation process has ended your post is to be made redundant, formal notice will be issued at that time.

Yours sincerely

Name of DCC Person
[image: ]Teitl Swydd/Job Title: 

[image: ]							
Cynor Sir Ddinbych, Ffordd Wynnstay, Ruthin, LL15 1YN  - 01824 706000
Denbighshire County Council, Wynnstay Road, Ruthin, LL15 1YN - 01824 706000





hrdirect@denbighshire.gov.uk

PO Box 62, Ruthin, LL15 9AZ

cyswlltad@sirddinbych.gov.uk

Blwch Post 62, Rhuthun, LL15 9AZ
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[bookmark: _Toc12453116]Dear nameEich cyf/Your ref: 
Ein cyf/Our ref: 
Dvddiad/Date: 
Rhif Uniongyrchol/Direct dial: 



NAME

Address line 1

Address line 2

Address line 3

Address line 4



[bookmark: _Toc14349606]Re: Individual Redundancy Consultation Meeting



I refer to our informal discussion on X date.



As you are aware there are planned changes to the service which propose that you position will be deleted from the structure, you are therefore at risk of your employment coming to an end of the grounds of redundancy.



You are invited to a 1st formal consultation meeting on XXXXXX, at XXXXXXXXXX.



If you wish you make be accompanied at the meeting then you may invite a Trade Union Representative or colleague.



I have attached a copy of the Redundancy Policy for your reference and information.



If you have any queries about this letter or anything else, please do not hesitate to contact myself, your trade union or Human Resources.

[bookmark: _GoBack]Yours sincerely

Name of DCC Person
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